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Strippers are the experts with regards to getting naked particularly when the topic is looking
your best while wearing minimal. The Stripper's Instruction to Looking Great Naked reveals how
exactly to walk, stand, and move with allure, and include confidence and sex charm into
everyday existence whether crossing the room throughout the day or slipping out of your
clothing for that special someone at night time. In the age of celebrity burlesque, pole-dance on
Oprah, and striptease classes and exercises, The Stripper's Information to Searching Great Naked
finally places the spotlight where it must be: when it comes to baring everything, it's what you
know and how you work it. Authors Jennifer Axen and Leigh Phillips are "regular" females who
interviewed hundreds of strippers to discover the real-lifestyle beauty secrets of baring it all.
Here are quick, extremely useful backstage tips for covering body blemishes, dealing with naked
"emergencies," and showcasing any body shape's best features. This daring and fun illustrated
information reveals how any woman can use these racy but basic strategies to feel more
confident, regardless of what her state of undress, from the beach to the bed room. Their
mission: to provide these sexy trade secrets to females across the world!
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The strippers guide to baring everything. After scanning this cover to cover I simply may
question a stripper the next time I need a little beauty information. A fun guide for getting
comfortable with sometimes uncomfortable topics! It wasn't overly sexual and I must say i does
have some great insights. Like most females I certainly feel more vulnerable when nude. Since I
purchased it for private make use of, let's just say some of the techniques I've learned have put a
smile on my bf's face :-)Handful of tidbits - 'To get a quick buff on, consider 5 lb. It talks about
loving your skin you're in if you are a size 2 or a size 22. It offers lots of great effective and
inexpensive beauty tips a complete lotta fun This book is a hoot! It has some great tips on
everything from hair and makeup to outfits, music and scenarios. When you make your move
where you change your back to the patrons, pass on ‘em and bend over to look at the patrons
through your hip and legs, they were believe you’re all excited for them in door number three.If
you are on the fence about getting this I recommend it. weights, keep them at shouler level and
pump towards your ears. The effects can last for hours'. Also, how to consider socks off sexily,
and stripping in denim jeans. It includes a lot of suggestions which you can use to help you
experience sexy and confident when your naked, which all females should embrace. This
reserve was a fun read with lots of fantastic tips. Four Stars It has good guidelines for ladies
needing some confidence. Three Stars Not really what I was looking for Cute bachelorette gift I
gave this book to a girlfriend of mine in a bachelorette party present basket that I designed for
her.Don't let the name fool you.. It offers some really good suggestions and everyone loved it.
Five Stars Some great tips Five Stars Awesome. Good stuff Helpful and practical Informative and
encouraging. Great humor book Liked the book. When you’re in the dressing room prior to going
on stage, dab a few drops of baby oil on your own Nether-lands (and I’m not discussing where in
fact the Dutch people live. Cheesy advice with an excellent dose of humor makes for good
reading. I doubt anyone will run out after reading this and have the self-confidence to start
stripping, but well worth checking out. Some good tips Some good tips, some you probably
already knew. Everyone believed it was super cute and we all experienced fun flipping through
it..you don't need to be a stripper to want this publication. The book can help you love the body
you are in. Here's a better tip I asked Lady Bullingdon to give a guest overview of this tome and
here is her review: There isn’t anything in this publication that is useful at all to whoever has
actually danced. You will discover generic information like this in any issue of Cosmopolitan
magazine. I must wonder if either of the authors offers ever performed in public areas. If you
would like something more useful, here’s a little suggestion that I i did so. Lots of great tips
including several I've hardly ever heard before. Your suggestion money increase significantly.)
When you function the pole and pass on your hip and legs, the patrons will think you’re thrilled
to be performing for them. That’s how I snagged Lord Bullingdon. Shoot, if I worked as a
specialist stripper I'd definately follow these pointers. Once you’ve perfected that, then dab a
few drops of baby oil on your third option prior to going on stage. All the best and good luck
together with your dancing, Lady B
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